Materials List
Instructor: Adrian Martinez

Abstract Art Workshop Materials List

Primed canvas, canvas board or panel (any dimension 18"x18" or less is recommended)

At workshop beginning, power point will be 30 minutes

For Workshop:

- Graphite or charcoal pencils
- Several small brushes of your choice both hair and bristle,
- Paint thinner
- Pallet
- Paint rags
- Painting medium (Liquin original painting medium recommended)

Paints:

- Oil paints (three colors, white, black and Van Dyck brown)
- Alizarin crimson
- Sap green
- Ultramarine blue
- Plus any and additional colors students wish to bring
- acrylic paints, colors of student’s choice (recommend large amounts and few colors)

Additional Items:

- Objects: papers, string, rope, photographs etc. are to be assembled small or light is recommended
- hot glue gun, hot glue
- Any brushes preferred or interested in exploring. Any size and shape.
- Pallet knives
- Plastic ketchup bottles
- Tubs, buckets

NOTE: if significant amounts of water and paint are to be splashed around this must be done outside rain or shine.